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Almost from the very moment I arrived in Washington more than two years ago I have been involved in some way in the transplantation of organs and early meetings with some of you out there actually had something to do with the organization of this particular consensus conference. As time went on, increased success with transplantation made it absolutely obvious that we were going to need more organs than were available. We witnessed the pathetic appeals of parents to the media and the public looking for donated livers for children who would otherwise die without them. The President became involved in several of these, as you know, and asked me to help. Then, one could not but look back on the history of renal transplantation with some concern. Kidneys have always been in short supply since the beginning of the transplant era and people, even today, must often remain on dialysis when they could be independent if a kidney were available for transplantation. Unfortunately, there is no dialysis procedure available when we are considering liver transplantations.

So with these increasing pressures, and at the President’s request, I convened a group of experts two weeks ago to discuss methods for increasing the supply of solid organs - kidneys, hearts, (heart and lung preparation) and livers. And we hope that any lessons learned in that process might eventually help in the supply of other body parts as well.

We had representatives of important groups with us. These included the Southeastern Organ Procurement Foundation with its associated organization, the United Network for Organ Sharing. This latter organization known by the acronyn, UNOS, plays a role in sharing organs among transplant centers. Also

IN MY OPENING REMARKS TO THE GROUP THAT MET DOWN IN VIRGINIA I SAID THAT "I BELIEVED THAT ONE OF THE PRIORITY ACTIVITIES OF THE GOVERNMENT IS TO BRING TOGETHER AND ENCOURAGE THOSE GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE THE CREDENTIALS AS LEADERS. AS PRESIDENT REAGAN HAS FREQUENTLY SAID, IT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR EVERY IMPORTANT PROBLEM OR TO TAKE CREDIT FOR EVERY IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENT."

"I ASKED THE GROUP WHETHER THE VOLUNTARY SYSTEM WAS PERFECT? OF COURSE, MY ANSWER WAS "NO, IT IS NOT." I ALSO ASKED, WOULD SWITCHING TO A GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED SYSTEM MAKE IT PERFECT? THE ANSWER TO THAT WAS, "PROBABLY NOT."

WITH SUCH AN EMOTIONALLY CHARGED ISSUE I THINK MANY CITIZENS EXPECT THE GOVERNMENT TO PLAY A STRONGER ROLE - PERHAPS EVEN THE PRINCIPAL ROLE. CERTAINLY THERE ARE THINGS THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO BUT TAKING OVER THE LEADERSHIP POSITION, IN A SITUATION SUCH AS THIS, I DON'T THINK IS ONE OF THEM. THAT WOULD BE BAD POLICY AND, HENCE, BAD GOVERNMENT.
I closed my remarks on the opening day with a quotation from Thoreau - "It is characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate things," and said this could be the motto of our Conference since the temptation to do desperate things is so very great when lives hang in the balance and can be saved only by the parts of another albeit recent life. But we must take up Thoreau's challenge and proceed with wisdom and not desperation. I believe that the Workshop did just that.

We accepted, as a starting point, the present voluntary system of organ donation as a framework and avoided any discussion of the so called "presumed consent" laws. With presumed consent, it is assumed that unless you said no in advance that when you die that your organ would be available for someone else. To change from our present system in this country, which is totally voluntary, to that presumed consent system would require a very necessary and laborious change in the rationale underlying the uniform Anatomical Gift Act that state legislatures passed in the early 1970s. Also, at the Conference we avoided any discussion of procurement of organs from living donors.

We had learned a lot as we prepared for this Conference. Among things that I think we were uncertain of before is the fact that Americans do favor transplantation. Perhaps they are not as excited about it as they were in 1958 when the first transplant took place, yet favorable attitudes toward transplantation still remain high. You may know that as recently as January of this year the Gallup Organization did a survey for the National Kidney Foundation and when the question was asked whether respondents would donate
KIDNEYS OF A LOVED ONE AFTER THAT PERSON'S DEATH ALMOST THREE FOURTHS OF THOSE ASKED RESPONDED THAT THEY WOULD BE VERY WILLING TO DO SO.

WE KNOW THAT MORE ORGANS ARE AVAILABLE THAN ARE BEING HARVESTED AND THAT IS VERY APPARENT FROM A STUDY DONE BY THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE'S CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND FROM A REVIEW CONDUCTED BY DR. ROGER EVANS WHO IS WITH US HERE FROM THE Battelle HUMAN AFFAIRS RESEARCH CENTERS.

But how do you translate the availability of cadaver organs and the willingness of relatives to give permission into the actual donation of organs? MANY PEOPLE HAVE ASSUMED, I BELIEVE, AND PROBABLY INCORRECTLY THAT IF YOU SIGNED A Uniform Donor Card that somehow or other something very magical would take place. Granted, Uniform Donor Cards do serve a very important educational purpose and they may well cause a relative to give permission to remove organs from someone who has died. Yet, it is fact that only a very small percentage of the people who do become organ donors ever carry a donor card. Transplantation teams rightfully refuse to accept the donor cards as legal authority for removing organs.

Furthermore, the Uniform Donor Card does nothing on its own. At a person's death, forthright action is necessary by someone -- a relative perhaps might start the process or a member of the medical team or a transplant coordinator -- if organ donation is to become a reality. We are learning, therefore, that to focus only on persuading people to sign Uniform Donor Cards is to neglect some very other important features in the whole process or organ procurement.
At our Workshop, we divided the participants into eight groups and we asked each group one or more questions. They were questions such as these: How can relatives be encouraged to think of the usefulness of organ donation at the time when the patient is either on a respirator and is dead or near death? Or, how can medical personnel be encouraged at that particular time? How can we avoid wastage of the organs that are available. How can we overcome any barriers that may exist in procuring multiple organs from one body?

Time does not permit me to do anything but just give you a sampling of some of the interesting conclusions. The group of experts that discussed the procurement of multiple organs from one donor concluded that technical and surgical aspects presented hardly any barrier at all. On the other hand, they concluded that awareness and communication on the part of professional people is a significant problem. For example, those who might see the procurement of one type of organ only as being exclusively important would be well be advised to lift their eyes to view the entire modern scene.

The public's awareness of the usefulness of multiple organ procurement also needs to be heightened as does the willingness of relatives to permit the donation of, say, kidneys but have reluctance to permit the donation of a heart. This has to be explored. The experts stated that another important priority was to find ways to improve the maintenance of a donor's body in the event of multiple donations.
IT WAS ALL TO EVIDENT, TOO, THAT WE LACKED MANY IMPORTANT DATA. FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN WE ASKED ONE GROUP AT THE WORKSHOP TO EXPLORE THE BARRIERS TO FINDING ORGANS FOR SMALL CHILDREN ITS MEMBERS CAME BACK WITH WHAT THEY CALLED THE "NUMBER ONE PRIORITY." THERE IS A CRITICAL NEED TO COLLECT, COLLATE, ANALYZE AND INTERPRET EXISTING DATA WHICH WILL CLEARLY QUANTIFY AND CHARACTERIZE PEDIATRIC DONORS, THEIR FAMILIES AND PEDIATRIC RECIPIENTS. MEMBERS OF ANOTHER GROUP RECOGNIZED THAT SOME PHYSICIANS FAIL TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ENTIRE ORGAN PROCUREMENT PROCESS AND THEY CALLED FOR THE COLLECTION OF BASIC DATA THAT WOULD FOCUS ON THE ATTITUDES AND BELIEF SYSTEMS OF THESE NON-PARTICIPATING PHYSICIANS.


I MET LAST WEEK WITH THE PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, DR. JIM STRAIN, FOR A DISCUSSION OF THE SEVERAL ISSUES SURROUNDING THE TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS INTO CHILDREN AND THE PROCUREMENT OF ORGANS FROM CHILDREN. THIS MONTH A COMMITTEE OF THE ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS WILL MEET WITH
When we met at the Workshop, the vigor with which the private groups conduct organ procurement was very evident to all concerned. If I had not already assumed that organ procurement would be ill served by the Government's trying to take control, I would have been convinced by the dedication of the people that met at the Workshop. Yet, I had to agree with the conclusions of experts of one of our groups -- the one that discussed the follow-up to the Conference -- and this is what they said: "Individuals and organizations should continue their specialized efforts but need now to identify common interests and unite in the pursuit of goals that are beyond the ability of any one person or group to accomplish."

In response to that I will convene a working group in Washington within three months of the Workshop to address the formation of a Federation of those organizations and other groups concerned with the substance of the Surgeon General's Workshop, and I would hope that by doing that within three months we would be able to guarantee that within six months the first meeting of such a Federation would take place with an appropriate agenda on hand.

Let me close these remarks by returning to the thought I tried to express at the beginning and that is that with every improvement that you and I will witness in surgical technique, every advance that comes along in immunosuppression will influence some other aspect of the whole transplantation scene. One aspect -- the one that we addressed two weeks ago -- the problem of procuring organs -- transplantation must take its place with others that seem to be difficult of solution. I am absolutely convinced that
THE PRIVATE SECTOR WILL CONTINUE TO APPLY THEIR INTELLIGENCE AND THEIR HARD WORK TO THIS TASK AND ALL THAT I CAN DO FOR YOU HERE TODAY IS TO PROMISE THAT YOU HAVE MY OWN COMMITMENT TO THIS TASK AND THAT I WILL DO EVERYTHING I CAN TO MAKE THE MORAL SUASION OF THE OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL AVAILABLE TO THAT EFFORT.